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CAREER MENTORING IN A STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCY

ABSTRACT

t'S

Exchanges within the mentor-protege relationship, theueffect

of age and gender.on that relationship, and the effect of that re-
'

lationship on career progress and subsequent mentoring beWavior

are hpre studie4 for the first time in the context of a state gov-

ernment agency. Twenty-five males and 25 females were selected

A

randomly frem among 250 supervisors in the Kansas Department of Human

Resources. Each completed the career Influencers Survey, an inSetu-

ment created and assessed for internal reliability and construct

validity especially for this study. Findings yielded a' profile of

mentoring behaviors received and provided by these supervisors, in-

dicated a -1derately significant relationship between the amount and

kinds of mentoring received and proyided, and revealed that men and

women receive and provide similar amounts and kinds of mentoring

(but that women provide more to other women than to men), that most

.1
supery sors report more primary (altruistic) reasons for mentoring

'bran secondary (self-oriented) reasons, that supervisors' mentors

were further from them in age than are their prpteges and that the

first mentor they encountered had the greatest influence on them..
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Career Mentoring in a State Government Agency

Cr

Introduction

Work relationships have long been a'concern of joanizational

communicaeion researchers.. Most investigations focus'on factors in

superior-subordinate.and collegial relationships ( as independent

variables) and on employee productivity and satisaction (as depen-

dent variables). During the past two decades, however, increased

attention has been given to a differet kind of work relationship and

outcome: the mentor7proteg9 pair and career advancement. This study

concerns the interaction within that dyad"and its relationship to the

.protege's career success and -ubsequent mentoring behavior.

Some studies have described mentor-protege relationships in,the

'private sector (Bray, 1974; Bass, 1976; Shapiro, et.al, 1978; Collin,

1979;
t

che, 1979; tynchr 1980; and Rawles, 1980). In the public

sector, mentoring has 1)eentudied chiefly in educational settings

(Erickson & Pitner, 1980; Moore & Salimbene, 1981; Cameron & 'Blackburn,

1981). GoVernment organizations provide a distinct kind of work

ronment, one in which mentoring has yet'to be studied. To begin fil-
.

ling that gap,'we studied career mentoring among supervisors in the

Kansas Department of Human 4esources, a state government agency.
11I

Gender has been a key variable in mentoring research,'but findings

vary. In interviews with 25 top-level women executives, Hennig and

Jardim (1977} discovered that all reported tj strong support of a male

men or. These mentors helped the women believe in their abilities,

1
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acted ass buffers against clients and other company members who felt

threatened by these omen proteges, and offered "protective custody."

.However, in her study of women managrs at Indeco Corporation (1977),

....-

Kanter found that women tend to be Excluded frOm networks in which

"socialization" ( a common fbnction of mentoring) occurred. Laws

(1975) also found that mentors were willing to sponstbr /
and advise wo-

e

menu, but not to include ,them'in the "inner circle." Fitt and Newton

(,1981) found that a major risk for opposite sex mentor and protege pairs

is the 'perception of others that their close association will evolve in-

to sexual attachment. (This issue even reached the headlines recently

(
In the case of William Agee and nary Cunningham, formerly of the Bendix

Corporation.)' This controversy led us to investigate as well, the

effect of gendei on the mentoring behavior of our' study sample.

Specific Research Questions

1

Mentors were defined in this s Irdy as people 'who have had an ex-

peciallypbsitive influence on,one's career. References to mentoring,
ascribe ,A wide variety of behaviors to people identified, as mentors.

'A review of this literature yielded these twelve commonly mentioned

contributions of mentors (Epstein, 1973; Kanter, 1977; Levinson; 1978;

Roche, 1979; Kram, 1980; George and Kummerow, 1981; Moore and Salimbene,

1981; Phillips-Jones, 1982):

1. verbal encouragement,
p

2. guidance in a one-to-one relationship,

3. acclimation to the organization,

4. ,f'eachiaf the job itself,

I V
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.5.0p sharing knowledge and experise related to the

,
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protege's career inkerests,

6. sponsoring by exposure to powerful decision-

making and excitement,

7. critiquing the protege's work,

8. caring in an altruistic manner,

9. being perceived as a role model,

10. providing opportunitieq for protege visibility,

11. socializing after work
ahours, and

advising about career changes.
-

.the first questions posed in this study were: la) Which of

these behaviors do government a*ency supervisors report having received

from their mentors? lb)/ Which behaviors do they reporeproviding to

others?
by

A second issue is the relationships between the amount and kind of

mentoring an individual received and the amount and kind of mentoring

that an individual prdvides his/her proteges. Levinson (1980) reported

that men who had not been mentored usually did not fill this role for

others,, Roche, (1979) fqund that executives who had a mentor sponsored-
more proteges than those who had not. 'Po learn how these findings apply

in a government agency, we posed these research questions: 2a) What is

the relationship between the aunt of mentoring a supervisor received

and that which he/she provides? 2b) What is the rellationship between

the kind of mentoring supervisors feceived and that which they provide?

The third issue is the effect of gender on mentoring behavior. As

S

mentioned, this factor often was reported to affect the mentor-protege

0
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relafionship...-The questions we investigatgd in the context of a gov-%

ernmene agency were: 3 a) Do men and women differ in the amount and/

or kind of mentoring that they receive? 3'b) Do,men and women differ

in the amount and/or _rimentoting that they ,provide? 3 c). Do wo-
N,

men receive less (and/or.different kinds of) mentoring from men than

from women? 3 d) Do women provide more ( and/or different kinds of

mentoring to women than to men?

The foufth issue was the motivations for or "levels" of mentoring.

In her interviews of women in business, Phillips (1982) found a pheno-

menological difference between two types of mentors which she labelled

primary mentors and secondary mentots. To their proteges, primary men-

tors appear to be going out ef their way, taking risks, and making sac-
A

rifices to'help them reach their life vials, i.e. they seem to act for

altruistic reasons. Secondary mentors provide help, but their efforts

are seen by proteges as more "business-like" with less emotional involve-.

ment. Moore and Salimbene (1981). reported a similar distinction and cm-

, '14hasized that secondary mentors did things that were beneficial primarily

on the mentor's terms. Shapiro, Hazeltine and Rowe (1978) propose the

-term "partial role-models" for people who fit the category of secondary

'mentors' to their very limited accessibility to the protege. Our

4'
next,research questions, therefore, were: T9ti.at extent do government

agency supervisors report the reasons for mentoring commonly ascribed
..,:

to primary and secondary mentors? Do men and women differ in the ex-

ent to which they report primary and secondary reasons for mentoring?

The fifth issue concerned the importpnce of mentoring in relation

to other career advancement factors.- Findings vary regarding the sig-
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4nificance of mentoring'. For example, in a mentor /protege survey of

1250 top executives, Roche (1979) found that those who have,haci a mentor

earn more money at a younger age, are better educated, are more likely

to follow a career plan, and have higher job satisfaction. On the other
i\

hand, Anrierson and Devauna (1981) using salary as thiscri;terion, found

virtually no difference between MBA graduates who had mentors and those

who had not. To investigate thi'S area we posed the quest tons: How do

0,41.

supvvisors compare the 1.4portance of mentoring to other career advance-

ment factors? Do men and women differ irrthe degreelliof importlince they

attribute to a mentor?

The last issue we considered was the mentor - protege age differential.

Levinson ,(1977) found that mentors most often were roughly a half-genexa-

tion, or eight to 15 years, older than their proteges. Among the 30 fe-

male managers and their male mentors surveyed by Fitt and Newton (1981),

the age gap averaged 13 years. Variations from this pattern are iikely

to prevail, however, where people (Particularly women). re-enter the w ork

force or change careers in mid-life. Bova and Phillips (1981) report that

36% of the mentor-protege pairs they studiedebegan during the,gspteges'

mid-life period. To assess this factorifn oft population we asked: What

is the age differential between the mentor-protege pairs for (Male and

female) supervisors?

Methodology

Self-reOtrts of supervisors in the Kansas Department of,Human Re-

sources provided the data used to answer the research questions. This

relatively new department (established in 1976) employs 250 supervisors

(9D formerly had responsibility for thirteen human resourceprograms in

8
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nine independent state agencies). It is organized into four

6.

Employment, Workers Compensation, Labor-Ranagement Relations and

ment Standards, "and Staff Services.

Ffom the. tptal list of supervisors, a sample of 25 ten apd 25 women

was drawn by using a table of random numbers. Because there tare more

male than female supervisors, the samplirig continued until groups of

equal size were selected. Ten alternates of each sex also were selected

in this way. Of the. initial groups, all the male supervisors and all but

two of the female supervisors .agreed to participate. Those twO said that

they were - tod busy, so they were replaced by two females Lam' the alter-

nates list. Later, the, date from one male subjct was found to be unusable.
.

e

4
iHq, too, was replaced with a male from the alternates list.

. The age range of the group is summariz. Table 1. The agechte-.

- ,

gories
4
coincide with lt46 stages in adult development: leaving home (18-

%

22), teac'hing but123-28), transition'. (29 34), mid-life (35-44) seqling
,-..

down (4-54) , and late adulthood (55-64) (Could, 1978). Ail supervisors

were Caueasion, except for one Hispanic and two Black males.

( Insert Table 1.. here.)

At the time this study was conduated, the male supervisors had

V
been employed by the government for a mean of 29 years, (many were vet,.

:
erans and several were retired military personnel), and the0 qemale super-

. visors or 12 years. The men had worked in the Human Resources Depaktment

for .amean of 12 years, the women for ri years. The men supervise an ave-



e.rage of,eirght employeeg, the women s:Lx. On the forty-step government

'salary scale, the average male rating was 24.6; the average female rating

was 21.7.

4,

. Since no instrument exists for gathering the data needed to answer

the questions posed in this study, a Career Influencers Survey (CIS) was

developed. ,(See Appendix). Information 'about, the mentoring received

and given by each supervisor was elicited using the CIS in a personal

interview. The interviews were conducted by the first author; each

lasted froM 45 minutes to two hours.

The reliability of the CIS w s assessed by administering. it to ten-
.

supervisors in another state government agency.. The-CIS has four scales

of 13 items each. Internal consistency of individuals' scores on each

of the scales 4as measured using Cronbach's Alpha coefficient (1970).

The Alpha coefficient was .72427"for,Scalt. A, .75607 for Scale B:, .7,7432

for
.
Scdle C and .75981 for Scale D. In addition, item variances, inter-

4

ftem covariances and inter -item correlations were computed. Corrected

,..

item totals, if each item was deleted also'vere calculated. None gubtan--.

tially changed the Alpha coefficientd:-.

Face and construct valaidity of the CIS were determined by having

several offficials in the state govetnment agencies and a five7member

L'panel of scholarssat the University of Kansas who are familiar with, career

development and mentor theory literatyre, review the instrument. Each

provided an oral and written critique, all of which,fesulted in minor

changes being made to reduce ambiguity and bias in several items.
, '47

\

Results

t ,

MentoZIng Behaviors. The 50 supervisors were askAd on the first

part of the CIS to ctapkete a career time-line which, starting with their
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firt jobs, included all of the situations, positions, job changes, trans-.

0

fers and promotions, they had hAdjo dale. This exercise helped bring
.

2 ,

their entire work career to conscious awareness. Next, they listed all

the persons (giving initials only) who had influenced their work life

over the years. Third, they'were asked to select the three people who

most influenced their career. These three people were deemed their g

"mentors."
fi

In the second part; the supervisors Were asked to rate the fie-
*

quency with which each mentor performed each of 13 mentoring behaviorsb

0

..-
.

,A five-point scale, "ranging from "(1) narell" to"(5) a great deal....

well beyond the call of duty...took sp*. ial efforts to do so" was used.

The supervisors later were asked to repeat the same process in rr!gard to
.

2

the'people on whpse careers they themselves had had the most influence.

Table'II-provides the fre4iencies of their mentors' use of these behav-

iors. as well as the faquancy with which the sylpervlsors employed them

with their own proteges. From this list we. learn what mentoring behaviors

are verformed most frequently by mentors in a state government agency.

he second issue was the relationship between the amount and kind of

mentoring'the supervisors refeived and the amount and kind of. me;.toring

they offered to their proteges. This data , too, can be found in Table II.

he Pearson correlation coefficient between the overall amount of

mentoring received and given was .15 (p <.01) suggesting a moderately

signifithnt relationship. More specifically, there was' a significant*

correlation (p< .01) between five kinds of mentoring bchavkor: .offer-

iqg friendship, open-door policy, inclusion in the "informal'!. network,

. and exposure to professional meetings and lightened your work load.

0.

,

o 0

0/
4
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(Insert Table II here )

.a
9

The third isste was the effect of sex.role on mentoring behavior.

Of, the 150'mentors named by.he supervisors, 1.11 (76%) were males and

39 (24%) mere females. However, of the 150 proteges, named by the super-
.

. \ ti

visors51 (3470' were males And 99 (66%) werd,females. Pel.haps time has

changed the gender make-up of this agenCy's supervisor

perhaps males are more 11141y to be in superordinate positions. and fe-
%

males in subordinac.e positions as Basil (1972),foundde study of govern-

population , or

ment employ...es., We asked whether the men and women supervisors differed,

.0

in the amout.f and kind.of.mentoring which the)Wreceived and provided,... f

. ,. .
,

,

Their responses are summarized in Table III.' T-tests.indigeted that.'

there was no significant difference between the amountior kind of mentor-
.

Aga

ing.males'an4 females either gave or received. This finding suggests that

men and women receive and provide similar amounts.and kinds of mentoring

behaviors.

(In'sert Table III here )

We'next asked, about cross -gender mentoring. The 50 respondents were

asked 4.o name the sex of the three persons from whom they had received and

to whom they had provided, mentoring. Males reported that 64 (830) of.

their mentors were men and only 11 (15%) were women. Females reported

that 47 (63%) of their'hentors were men and 28 (37%) wereillomen. The.

same dOntrast prevailed among the respondents' proteges. Men reported 41

(55C) male and 34.(45%) female proteges. Women reported 10 (13%) male

12-
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and 65 (87 %) female proteges. These, proportions indicate that although

cross gender mentoring did occur, same sex mentoring is more common.

We also wanted to know whether women receive different amount or

kinds cc mentoring from men than they do from women as well as whether

women give different amounts or kinds of mentoring tpmen than they do

to other women. Sixty percent of the women supervisors studied had re-

ceived cross gender mentoring. There was no significant differe:Ice be-

tween the amount of mentoring this group riiceived from mel and from wo-

men. Forty percent otpthe women'supervisors provide cross-gender mentor-;

ing. Their mean mentoring score for men proteges was 43.7 and their mean

mentoring score for women- proteges was 89.6 f with a t value of -15.46.

This difference. is sign ficant at the .01 level. In sum, women report

providing other women significantly more mentoring than. they do men.

When comparing the kinds of mentoring en reported receiving from

males (N 4 23) and females (N=17) moderatel!, w igni is nt differences were

found on only two of the 13 possible behaviors. These were 'Jielped you

with career moves, clarified alternatives in your career path. (pc .018)

and "Lightened your work load" (p (.04h). Males were reported to per-

form both behaviors with'greater frequency.

The kinds of mentoring the male and female supervisors report pro-

viding to their female proteges were compared. No significant differ-

ences were found, indicating that the kinds of mentoring behaviors used

in cross-gender mentoring are similar to the kinds used in same-sex men-

toring.

Primasx_md Secondary_ Mentoring. After reporting the kinds of men-

toring they provided, the supervisors were asked to check the reasons

\._

13
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why they had acted as a mentor toward their proteges. The reasons .

are listed on Table IV, divided into primary and secondary categories,

ordered by the frequency with which they were checked.

Reasons for mentoring divided between the primary and secondary

categories, were compiled fo'each individual supervisor. thirty -nine

supervisors (15 males and 24 females) reported a predominance of primary

reasons for mentoring and 11 supervisors (10 males and 1 female) reported,

a predmitinance of secondary reasons. When the'reasons given by each su-

pervisOr are compared, primary reasons ( X = 3.61, S.D. = 1.17) are re-

ported significantly more frequently (t = 5.53, jp.01) than secondary

reasons ( X = 2.38, S.D. = 1.1). When this data is divided by gender.

women report significantly more (t = 8.80, p<.01) primary reasons, (: =

4.1, S.D. = .98) than secondary reasons (X = 2.03, S.D. 1.01). In sum,

/
these supervisors (particularly female) -perceive themselves to be operat-

ing as primary mentors.

0

(Insert Table IV here)

mport1nce Of mentoring. The supervisors ext were 'sked to select

from a list of ten factors contributing to career development the five

that :.ire most important In their own careers. They ranked those five

factors from one,(most significant) to 'five (least significant). The fac-

tors are listed in the order of importance attributed to them by male and

female supervisors in Table Y. Two of the factors relate to menta.ing:

"Receiving guidance from a supervisor" and "Being sponsored/groomed by

another person." The former was ranked third by men and fifth by women:

the latter was ranked tenth by men and ninth by women.

(Insert Table V here)
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Azeand age spread of mentors and proteges. The final issue con-

siclered was the age and age spread between mentor.; and proteges. rtes-
_

were asked to check the age range or "life stage" (Gould, 1978).

When they encountered their mentors and proteges. These findings are

summarized in Table VI. The modal age for receiving mentoring was.23-28

(which is consistent with what others have found in business settings).
Id

The data regarding their age for acting as mentors seems rather evenly

-, distributed. Perhaps 'this is explained responses indicating that the

modal age at which they encountered their firstprotege was 23-28, their

second 29-34, and their third 35-44. It seems that being a protege cons n_

molly is confined to a relatively short time-span early in one's career,

and being a mentor can extend over several decades as one's career

progresses.

(rwert Table Vi.here)

The mean age differential between he supervisors and their mentors

was 19.1 for males and 19.8 for female . These amounts are above the 9-15'

year span reported by Levinson (1976). The mean differential between the.

supervisors and their proteges was 6.8 for males and 1.9 for females. It

appears that supervisors are mentoring proteges who are much closer in

age to themselves than were their own mentors. However, the range of age

differentials between supervisors and proteges spanned 92 years (from some-

one 42 years.younger to someone 50 years older )! Consequently -7-n is

difficult to make any generalizations about the age difference between

mentors and proteges Rin this government agency.

15
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We compared as well, the order in which a mentor was encountered

and the degree of influence that nrson had. Table VII reports that

° data. Mentors tended to be banked in the same order of importance as

the order in which they were encountered.

(Insert Table VII here)

Discussion

The central purpose of this study was to contribute to the knowledge

base about the mentor-protege relaticnship by obtaining perceptions of

its dynamics from supervisors in a state government agency. We found

L.,- first that all respondents (N.= 50) had no trouble identifying three per -.

sons who had been "career influencers" for them, and three people who

they themselves influenced, i .e. who had provided (to whom they provided)

the 13 behaviors culled from the literature on mentoring indicating that

the kinds of mentoring reported in studies of other kinds of organizations

occur in a government agency, as well.

Incidentally, within this 'randomly selected group there were, four

mentor-protege pairs. Nome were aware that the other was in the sample

or that he/she had been identified. The flavor of mentor-protege inter

action is illustrated in the following set of comments by one of these

pairs:

THE MENTOR:

I looked out over z.he sea of desks and thought,
'How am I going to handle this extra assignment?' As I stood
there musing, (Name) looked up at me from her desk
across the room. . . and smiled. I suddenly\realized that
here was my answer. had worked as a 'temporary'
for the last few months. She had previously worked in the de-
partment, but had been at home raising her small children for

.
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several years: She.was bright, she was friendly and even wnen
she did not know the mechanics of the job she was always eager
and willing to learn. Whenever I asked her for help, she did
the work. quickly and enthusiastically.. This girl has capabili-
ties that even she doesn't know. I am going to help her go just
as far assI can. ,

THE PROTEGE:

1 love my work, and the real chances I have here.
(Name) has been a big help to me in encouraging:-me. In

the last year, I have had several assignments and an learning a
,lot. Each gets morlicomplicated. The latest is a new training
idea that I'm really excited .about. I know it is going to work.
It's for hard-Gore unemployed fellahs. If we can just get them
to came! Whenever I ve at idea that I'm pretty sure will work
I talk. to (Name) and she really encourages me to try it.

Name) would have to be my most influential mentor. I res-
pect her and-I like to work for her. I never-thought of her as
a me.itor but I guess she would have to be. . .Yes, she is my
mentor.

The most commonly reported mentoring behaviors received were: 1)

Maintained an open door policy spent time with you and was available

to you2) Verbally gave support and encouragement, and 3) Spent time

to,

in one-to-one counseling and discussion. Those mentioned least often

were: 1) Took you to professional/management meetings, exposed, you to

powerful decision-making and 2) lightened your work load. The last two

particularly suggest hdw mentdring in'a government agency differs from

what occurs in other settings*Attendance at professional and decision-

making meetings seems less important to career progress and most respon-

dents indicated that their mentors increased their work load (thereby

preparing them tor upward mobility) rather than lightening it. Since

these behaviors were attributed to the three people in each respondent's

life who were most influential in their career success, they provide

guidelines for what people in government agencies can do to help other's

17
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career development.

15

From our comparison between the amount and kind of mentoring

people receive and what they provide to others (r =.55, p .01), it

seems that supervisors' own mentors influenced their subsequedt men-

toring behaviors, specifically in regard to offering friendship,t141n-

:

taining an open-door policy, inclusion in. the informal network, expo-

sure to professional meetings. and lightening their work load. Perhaps

mentoring is guided more by such personal history: rather than by cons-

cious planning. If so should government supervisors wish to nurture

career progress among their employees , they might do well to deliberately

employ the mentoring behaviors reported most often by these supervisdrs

rather than limit-tng themselves to what they recall .their mentors doing.

We found, 4009 that most often men Were mentors,and proteges were
o

women (due perhaps to males generally higher status in the agency). How-

- ever, no Significant differences were found between males and females re-

garding the amount or kind of mentoring behavior either received or pro-

vided.- Gender became more significant as a variable in instances of

cross-gender mentoring. First, we found that same sex mentoring (1.98

'cases , 66%) to be more common than cross-sex mentoring (102 cases,'32%)

due perhaps to a reluctance on the part of men to receive mentoring from

women or to women's lack of organizational status or to women's choice of

female proteges.

Second, we found no significant difference between the amount of

mentoring the women supervisors had received from their male or female

mentors. However, the women supervisors did report providing their own

female proteges more than twice as much mentoring (p = .01) as their

male proteges. Third, the women supervisors reported receiving signifi-
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cantly more help with two kdnds of mentoring behaviors from their male

mentors: Help with career moves and ,lightening of their work load (the

latter being a dubious value). There were no signific differences,

on the other hand, between the kinds ofipentoring aviors the male and

female supervisors reported providing to'dheir female proteges.

These findings include some interesting contrasts. First, the.

women supervisors receivedla similar amount of mentoring from their in-

dividual mile and female mentors; but provide more mentoring to each of

their female proteges. Perhaps this finding is related to the facts that

i.
1) same-sex mentoring predominates and 2) women are concerned at the

perceived shortage of mentoring available to other women.
V

Second, although female supervisors provide more mentoring to female

0

proteges, there is no difference between the kinds of mentoring that men

and women mentors provide. This st.ggests that some equity does, prevail

for male and female supervisors since the kinds of behaviors employed ,are

not significantly different.

Finally, althought Ahe finding that the women st._. _rvisors received

more help from their male than from their female mentors in two mentoring

areasay seem to contradict cross-gender research reported elsewhere, it

ould is noted that the usual trouble spots --socializing and inclusion

in informal and professional networks -- were not different. Nevertheless,

the fact that these kinds of help were not offered significantly less of-

, ten indicates somewhat more cross-gender equity in this government agency

than in some organizations. The fact that male mentors lightened female

proteges work load more than their women mentors did may indicate

19



that women tend to expect more from other women than men do.

The influence of

primary 4nd secondary

17

gender carried orer into the findings regardinh,

reasons for mentoring.. Women reported signifi-

cantly more primary than secondary reasons, corroborating their "beyond

the gall of duty" altruistic motives for providing oentoring bar their

proteges--who.predominantly are other women. (While men did, too, the

difference was not significant).

The findings regarding the perceived importance of mentoring rela-

tive to eight other 'factors in career development tend to reflect the

"same ambiguity found in other mentoring literature. In this government

agency, mentoring seems neither pre-eminent nor immaterial. Career dev-

elopment seems to be affected by a host of factors, of which mentoring

is only one.

The age at which mentoring is receive seems concentrated b'etween

23 and 28, but these supervisors generg y began providing mentoring

during 'at same period and continu d with subsequent proteges through

the next two age periods 429 -34 and 35-44). These findings are quite con-
,.

sistent with other research on mentoring. The age .differential between

V these supervisors and their mentors was a bit larger, but also comparable

to most mentoring repovts. However, the age differential between them

and their proteges .is less and much wider in range than has been reported

elsewhere. Perhaps this is due to 1) the varied ages at which state goy-
/

ernment employees begin working or 2) the skewing of mentor-protege age

levels due to the increased technical experise needed to handle comput-

erization of this agency's personnel records. Finally, the fact that the

supervisors ascribed greatest importance to their first mentors suggests

that particular attention be given to mentor-protege relationships at the
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very earliest points in perdon's woric. life..
!-/

In sum,'we discovered that the mentoring behaviors reported' in

other organizational contexts occur in a government agency aswell.

No other study ranked the frequency with which` these behaviors are

employed in private or public sector organizations, so no such compari-

soft can be made. Further research might investigate whether the same

relative incidence of these behaviors prevails elsewhere., particularly

the rarity of exposure to decision- making and lightening the work lOad

that we found. These two may be myths of.mentoring and not realities.
1

to

The similarity between the amount and kind of mentoring received

and,provided also is noteworthy. This finding may have been affected by

the fact that -these supervisors were describing virtually the totality of

their career experiences as proteges (Most were beyond the age and status

for being in this role), but several had manypars of potential mentoring

yet to give. Had we asked people closer to retirement about their overall

protege and mentor experiences, our findings might have been somewhat

different:, L

The major effect of gender seemed /to be the greater amount of mentor-

ing women offered to women over men% They appear to be filling a gap in .

what men provide as reported by women in other organizational contexts as "?

well. The preponderance of primary (or altruistic) mentoring reasons,

especially by women, suggests that people in government are contributing

to subordinates' careers for other than selfish reasons. However, mentor-

ing is not sufficient to override the other factors in career progress

'(i.e. it's what you knoW as well as wao you know that counts). The age

of mentor and protege and the tpread between them matters little for a
Nib
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mentor-protege relationship to occur. However, the first mentor a per-
.;

son encounters is'' reported to be the most influential.

A few comments by respondents in this project suggest still more ,

directions for further study. During the interviews, one supervisor ask-

ed, "Do4you want someone who was a good career influencer or'someone who

drove me in the other diGction?" Another said, "I started out with

this person and we had a good relationship, but it eventually turned

sour and we ended on a very bad note!" The e:fects of negative mentoring

could be explored.

A

Finally, one person selected for the sample was unable to respond.

due to a perceived polarity between his Native American values and career

mentoring Concepts. He was not included in this study for fear that inva-

lid data would be collected by an instrument not intrinsic to the language
O

and schema of his culture. Hence, cross-cultural studies of mentoring

also seem to be in order.

11.

r."
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TABLE 1

SEX AND AGE OF SUPERVISORS

Sex

AGE RANGE (YEARS)

..Mm.......
'1

22

Years
18-22 2,3-28 29-34 35 -44 45-54 55-64

4

Male

Female

411111141 fla 5 (10%)

2 (4%) 9 (18%)

7

3

(14%)

( P6%)

9

2

(18%)

4%(),

4

°

4

(87)

(8%)

4

r-

140

25

=,.......

w%

41

I

sA
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ti
TABLE II

RELATIONSHIP. BETWEEN THE 'KIND- AND AMOUNT

OF MENTORING RECEIVED AND PROVIDED

Received Provided N=501 (i)
'

c.-7Th Overall Behavior
0

Rank

ti

a

4

1. Molntslaini as Cies Close

p4lIty, spent tier with I
was available to you

2. Verbgly lam mrePack
empaaemmt

3. Spent elm to one -to -ens

counseling mg Mscusalm

4". Mem °Harem eeeee 41011,
node en efinrt to glee yoe

the Inside tract

5.

7.

.Sav yormore recognised
for scamlleheente

IS41,14.4 160 14 OM
"lnfoteal" network

Actively tsurtht, planned with
shown whet was lapertaet

8. map.. you with
eaves, clarified alternatives
ln your career path

9

10

Wee consciously ovate si
hts/her lop 00000 co Is s

rola Nadel

provided yen etch special
expertise

11 Of fend friendship.

12.

13.

You lo 40C141 I frelly llfe

TOW' you to profession/1
ornetiess, ,you t
powerful decisioneaals.

LlIktemul your pork lsarl

Overall
' X

R X SD R

1.'1L 5 1 12.6 2.11 1

.

11.98 2' 12.5 1.5 41

11.81 4 .11.34. 2. 2

11.63 5 11.22 1.9 3

11.54 '3 11.5 1.91 6

11.18 10 10.54 2.95 5

11.12 6 11.02 1.82 8

11.01 9 10.7 2.12 7

10.63 8 10.82 2.70 10

10.36 7 10.86 2.23 11

10.32 11 10. 3.2 9

7.73 1 8.04 3.37' 13

7.69 13 6.94 3.15 12

X

12.4

11.96

12.28

12.04

11.58

11.82

11.22

*11.32

10.48

9.86

10.64

7.42

8.44

SD t

4'

2.31 .47** 1.52

'1.95 .12 .30 .

2.04 .15 - .9

2.34 .30* -6:18**

2.5 .19 - .49

2.59 .44** -7.95**

2.76 .23 -1.18

2.39 .07 -3.48**

2.58-.06 1.53

2.98 .29* 5.48**

2.45 49** -3.79**

3.3 .37** 2.87*

3.2 .39** -7.41**

Combined Total .5488**
Amount

* p f.05
**p <.01



TABLE III

COMPARISON OF AMOUNT AND KI4JS OF

MENTORING BEHAVIOR USING t TESTS

AMOUNT KINDS

MeriklE111
N

MALE

X SD N

FEMALE
X _.. _

MALE
X SD N

FEMALE

X
(1)

SD t

Receivad 25

25

137.68

141.08

.94

17.17

20.28

25

25

ow.*

137.48

141.84

1.22

19.36

38.08

.04

.14

25

25

10.67

10.85

1.38

1.24

25

25

10.56

10.91

1.02

1.78 .24

1.82-.14Provided

(Dep) t.m...laill-.
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TABLE IV

REASONS FOR MENTORING

44...WERELIIPSIY111.9121.

Male Female
REASONS N=25 N=25

Rank R Rank X

Feel good to see the way
an employee gets ahead. 1

Gain satisfaction from showing
him/her the rolies. 2

Be a friend. 3

f

Experience pleasant feelings. '4 ,

Support/endorse affirmative action. 5'

Do something for future generations. 6

B. Secondary Motivations

Benefit from work an employee does well.- 1

Get your own work done. 2.5

Develop important subordinates. 2.5

Serve as "gatekeeper" for the
organization.

Perform official duties. 5

Enhance your career. 6

Repay past favors. 7

7.72 1 8.64

7.12 2 8.00

6.36 4 7.!:O

6.28 3
k7

7.88

4.72 5 5.6

3.88 6 5.32

7.08 2 6.96

6.4 5 5.12

6.4 4 6.12

6.28 1 7.88

5.72 3 6.36

4.32 6 3.72

3.56 7.

.1.I-Ift.-.1,-.I.."'"...............".I

29
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TABLE V.

TEN CAREER PROGRESS FACTOitS

RANKED M ;;ENDER

Females Males
N = 25 N = 25

Rank Factor %/3C Rank Factor %/X

Having strong desire, 1. Being competent.
drive and determination.

40.37

2. Being competent.

3. Receiving guidance from
a supervisor.

37.86

0:48

4. Having a good personality,
getting along with others.

17.98

5. . Being aggressive about
recognition of talents.

6. Knowledge.gained in
training or school:

7. Spouse support.

8. Luck or fate.

9. Changing geographical
location.

10. Being sponsored/groomed
by another person

17,33 I

12.50

11.80

10.00

3.60

2.00

2. Knowledge gained in train-
ing or school.

3. Having strong desire, drive
and determination.

0

31.37

26.96

26.89

4. Ithving a good personality,

getting along with others.
20.07

5. Receiving guidance from ,

a supervisor.

6. --Being aggressive about re-
cognition of talents.

7. Luck or fate.

8. Spouse support.

9. Being sponsored or groomed
by another person.

10. Changing geographical
location

17.02

12.00

10.76

10.47.

,9.00

7.14

30
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TABLE VI

AGE RANGE WHEN ENCOUNTERING

MENTORS AND PROTEGES

18-22

27

AGE RANGE

23-28 29-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

37(25%)r_ 60(40%) 34(23%) 15(10%) 4 (2%) - _

aeitgla 6 (4%) 37(25%) 39(26%) .32(21%) 24(16%) 12 (8%)
N.

TABLE VII

0

COMPARISON OF ORDER THAT MENTOR WAS

ENCOUNTERED TO INFLUENCE OF THE MENTOR-
Second.

Greatest Mpst In-
Influence fluential

N %_
First Mentor 25 50 12 24

Second Mentor 14 , 28 27 54

Third Mentor 11 22 11 22

Total 50 100 50 100

rd

Most In-
Influential_

N

1-3 26

9 18

28 56

50 100


